ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Diversity combining has been widely used in wireless communication. It is a powerful technique for combating multipath flat fading. The most commonly used diversity combining techniques include maximal-radio combining, MMSE optimum coherent combining, equal-gain combining and selective combining. Among them, the optimum coherent combining can reduce multipath fading of the desired signal as well as suppress interfering signals [l] . It has attracted lots of attentions recently [1]- [2] . Its effectiveness on a fast time-varying channel, however, depends on the tracking speed of the adaptive algorithms and on the control of a decision error propagation.
The array weights in the optimum coherent combining are chosen to minimize the error between the reference signal and array output. Unfortunately, the reference signals are not always available. In the TDMA system, we have only 14 symbols at the begining of each time slot that can be used as the reference signals, after that, we make symbol by symbol decision, and feedback the decided symbol every time to update the array weights. If we make a decision error, this error will propagate and cause subsequent decision errors.
Instead of making instantaneous premature decision, One solution is to combine with coding and feedback more reliable delayed tentative decision from a decoder. This can be used in slowly time-varying channels. but in fast time-varying channels, a decision delay results in poor tracking performance.
Alternatively, blind equalization techniques such as constant modulus algorithm (CMA) can be used to avoid error propagation in the decision-directed algorithm. Unfortunately, blind equalizing algorithms converge slowly and are not capable of tracking fast time-varying fading channels.
We developed simultaneous diversity weights updating and decoding algorithm. It reduces error propagation in the decision directed system while maintaining the same tracking speed.
PROPOSED ADAPTIVE DIVERSITY COMBINING SYSTEM
This work was supported in part by the NSF grant MIP9457397 and MIP9309506 We use binary convolutional code. In Fig. 2 , at each state, two possible QPSK symbols may be transmitted based upon a "0" or a "1" input. Without making premature symbol decisions based upon one symbol, we calculate and save the Euclidean distance between array output and each of two path outputs. We update weights separately along the two possible paths and calculate the accumulated path metrics at the next stage. This process is iterately. Each time, we use path output as the reference signal, instead of feeding back any decided symbol. After D branches, A false path will cause erroneous weights estimation and results in a large accumulated path metric. Along the correct path, weights are updated correctly symbol by symbol and there is no error propagation. The accumulated path metric on the correct path should be small. Therefore, we look for the smallest path metric. Once this path is chosen, we decide the input bit back by D stages. We save all the branches originating from it and discard all the other branches. This way, we make a more reliable symbol decision based upon D symbols. We reduce error propagation but keep the same tracking speed.
There are two new issues associated with the above algorithm.
When there is strong interference in the received signals, if the path output of a wrong path happens to be the same as the transmitted sequences from that strong interference, and if the D is too large, weights may converge along the wrong path.
The complexity of this algorithm is increased drastically compared to the conventional symbol by symbol decision directed algorithm. Now we need to update Z D weighting vector instead of 1 weighting vector.
To avoid the first problem, D has to be chosen appropriately based upon the window size used in the weights updating algorithm.
To solve the second problem, we find that the correct path should have much smaller accumulated path metric than the rest of the selected paths. So, we can discard most of the selected paths and keep those most likely ones without compromising the performance. This results in the following M-D algorithm. 
M-D algorithm
where array weights ws(t) is estimated along each surviving path. mi is a modulated signal of the ith path output at
In Fig. 3 has excellent numerical stability which provides a much larger dynamic range compared to the conventional RLS algorithm. Moreover, by using QRD-RLS, path metric can be calculated directly without getting w explicitly. The total complexity is only O ( K 2 + M *IC). Therefore, QRD-RLS algorithm is adopted in our system.
2.3.
In some situations such as wireless video transmission, we need to transmit high speed data through some limited frequency band- are used to select one of the four subsets that contain two signal points each, while the uncoded bit is used to select one of the two signal points within each subset. The Euclidean distance between parallel paths is 2&, where E is the energy of the signal. The decoding algorithm is given as follows:
Select the branch having the smaller path metric among the parallel branches. If an upper path is selected, the uncoded bit at current time is decided to be "O", otherwise, it is decided tci be "1".
The coded bit is decoded using the D or M-D algorithm presented in the previous sections. Fig. 5 shows, a 2-symbol delay 8-PSK TCM decoder. At time n, one branch is selected between each pair of parallcl branches in favor of the one having a smaller branch metric. Then we choose surviving paths among these selected paths following the same procedure that is used in the convolutional decoder having a 2-symbol delay. At time 3, one path is selected from each pair of branches that are generated from surviving states 01 or 11 at stage 2. Within these four selected paths, the path enters state 14 106 10 at stage 3 has the smallest accumulated path metrics. All the lower paths in the surviving paths are saved, i.e., the paths enter state 00 and state 10 at stage 3. 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Note that w is from false training and is not controllable.
Neither is MSE,.
(3)
Accordingly, there are three classes of path metrics:
Class 1: P, is a path metric of a correct path. In a D-delay decoder, we make a choice between two subsets of equal size based upon the smallest P, at each stage. Notice that all the pa.ths in the undesired subset belong to class 3, and the paths in the desired subset belong to either class 1 or class 2.
The average difference between a P, in the undesired subset and the p d corresponding to the correct path is given by
We minimize the mse by using the fast convergent RLS algorithm and by ch.oosing a proper window size. To increase E(P, -p d ) , a convolutional code with given constraint length needs to be chosen to maximize d l . In our selected Q-PSK convolutional code, d l is maximized to a.
The average difference between a P, and a P i of a false path in the desired subset is
The overall average difference between a path in Class 3 and a path in Class 2 for a D-symbol fixed-delay decoder is
The increase of tb.e decision delay increases the average Euclidean distance between the correct path and a false path in the other subset and also the average Euclidean distance between paths in the two different subsets. Therefore, The first event error is decreased with the increase of the decoding decision delay. However, if the output symbols of one of the 2" surviving paths happen to be the same as the transmitted symbols from the interference, the further increase of D will also cause the weights to converge along the interference path and will result in an increase of the BER. Our simulation results showed that the increase of D will decrease the BER when the interference signals are not as strong as the desired signal. When an interference signal is stronger than the desired signal, BER decreased as we increase the deciijion delay from 1 to 4 symbols. The improvement becomes snnaller and smaller. As we further increase the decision delay, wle observe a slightly increase of BER. A proper delay length needs to be decided based upon I/S ratio and RLS updating window size. The correct path has the smallest expected accumulated metric. It is not likely that the accumulated metric of the correct path is larger tha,n one half, one third or an even smaller portion of the accumulated metrics in Class 2. Therefore, we can use the M-D decoding a1,gorithm with M << 2O (A4 = 2, D = 4 in our examples) without compromising the performance.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In our simulation.s, four antennas are used. The channel is timedivision-multiplexed. There are 162 symbols in each time slot.
The first 14 symbols are from the training sequence. The carrier frequency is 900 MHz. The modulated data rate is 24.3ksym/s, which is the same as in IS-136 standard. The SNR is 15dB. The (2,1,2) convolutional encoder and the TCM encoder as shown in 2) algorithm is also lower. This is because the length of two parallel surviving paths in the viterbi decoding algorithm is not fixed and can not be controled. Therefore, using viterbi decoding The effectiveness of this technique and better performance than that of the existing techniques are shown in computer simulation.
